
 

Cybersecurity software for data
encryption to equip small satellites
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

SpiderOak Mission Systems and Lockheed Martin
Space's Mission Solutions business are developing and
testing a zero-trust cybersecurity platform to secure data
across the space data supply chain.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Secure data connectivity is the new
space race
DENIS DONOHUE, RAYTHEON INTELLIGENCE & SPACE
 

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the world was
captivated by one common goal: winning the space race
to dominate a new uncharted domain. Since then, the
U.S. defense and aerospace industries have taken great
strides to innovate and to create next-generation
systems that help the U.S. maintain a competitive
advantage in global defense from space. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Raytheon Intelligence & Space installs
expanded system for protected
communications for USAF
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
 

Raytheon Intelligence & Space (RI&S -- a Raytheon
Technologies business) recently finished installing its first
Global Aircrew Strategic Network Terminal (ASNT)
system for the U.S. Air Force. According to Raytheon
officials, the terminal system modernizes existing
protected communications systems.
 

Read More +
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 Software modernization strategy
published by DoD
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

The Department of Defense's (DoD) Software
Modernization Strategy was published Feb. 1. According
to officials, the report focuses on how delivering a more
lethal force would require the ability to evolve and adapt
faster than adversaries.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Secure communications capability
goal of NGC, IntelliDesign team
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Northrop Grumman Australia has entered into an
agreement with Australian electronics engineering
company IntelliDesign for hardware design services and
contract manufacturing of Secure Communications
Solution (SCS) devices. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

DevSecOps solution in development
for U.S. Navy
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

SOLUTE, a Sigma Defense company, announced that it
has won a U.S. Navy Digital Integration Support Cell
(DISC) task order to facilitate development security
operations (DevSecOps) for NAVAIR's Minotaur Family
of Services (MFoS).
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Cybersecurity for satellites goal of
HENSOLDT Cyber and Beyond
Gravity collaboration
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

Beyond Gravity (formerly RUAG Space) and HENSOLDT
Cyber have announced a collaboration intended to offer
the IT security operating system TRENTOS for the latest
satellite computer Lynx from Beyond Gravity.
 

Read More +
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Open systems-based AI/IoT network
for cyber, space, air domains ordered
by U.S. Air Force
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
 

Software-infrastructure company Ditto has won a
contract worth as much as $950 million from the U.S. Air
Force (USAF) that calls for Ditto to develop its open
systems-based Intelligent Edge Platform to power the
USAF’s Advanced Battlefield Management System
(ABMS). .
 

Read More +
 

 

Cybersecurity contract for EU
garnered by Leonardo and partner
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

Defense and security firm Leonardo has won a five-year
contract to provide cybersecurity services for IT
infrastructure and offices at eu-LISA, the European
Agency for the operational management of large-scale IT
systems.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER

Unlocking the Value of AI in Defense
ADLINK 
 

AI is viewed as highly important to defense
organizations’ strategy now and in the future. AI-enabled
solutions help defense organizations improve their
mission effectiveness and decision-making through both
military-specific and noncombat-focused applications.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER

FACE 3.1 Enhancements. What Could
Possibly Go Wrong?
COLLINS AEROSPACE, LDRA TECHNOLOGY & LYNX SOFTWARE
TECHNOLOGIES 
 

This white paper is an educational piece jointly penned
by a defence systems OEM, a tier one RTOS provider
and a FACE Verification Authority. It introduces the
principles and benefits of the FACE standard, how FACE
systems are constructed and explains the path to
achieve conformance to the standard.
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